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Malaysia: Making our case for lower rates
Unlike most Asian central banks whose rate policies have almost
reached the easing limit, Bank Negara Malaysia has some room to
stay the course. And, there is a strong case for the central bank to do
so this week   
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1.50% ING forecast of BNM policy rate
After 25bp cut this week

The market favours stable BNM policy
It’s policy-making week for Malaysia’s central bank, the Bank Negara Malaysia. The BNM Monetary
Policy Committee begins its two-day meeting on Wednesday, 9 September. The decision is
expected the next day at 3pm local time.

The BNM reviews policy every two months and has delivered a total of 125 basis points of rate cuts
in four meetings through July, including a 50 basis point cut at the meeting in May when the
Covid-19 pandemic was at its peak. We have long been calling for a 25 basis point cut at this
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meeting, taking the overnight policy rate down to a fresh low of 1.50%.

The Bank will continue to utilise its policy levers as appropriate to
create enabling conditions for a sustainable recovery. – BNM’s
July policy statement

We maintain our rate cut call, although that puts us in the consensus minority for this meeting.
Out of 14 forecasters in a Bloomberg survey at the time of this writing, only four expect a 25bp
rate cut and the rest forecast no change from 1.75%. Until a month ago, the consensus was
almost evenly split between ‘25bp cut’ and ‘no change’ outcomes.

We believe the case for easing continues to be strong.     

Making our case for a 25bp rate cut
Here is why we think BNM should cut rates again this week.

Even as Malaysia has been largely immune to the Covid-19 outbreak, its economy has been one of
the hardest hit in Asia. The nationwide lockdown to contain the virus dented GDP by 17% year-on-
year in 2Q. This was the biggest plunge that the economy has ever seen; the last big drop was 11%
at the height of the Asian crisis in 1998.

Things were looking better as we moved into 3Q with a second straight monthly export bounce in
July boosting the trade surplus to the highest ever, 25 billion Malaysian ringgit (MYR). While this
bodes well for GDP growth, a couple more quarters of negative GDP growth still looks inevitable.
Even though a pick-up in exports should support manufacturing, the rest of the economy will
continue to be under downward pressure. Mining, construction and services were the worst-
affected in 2Q and will remain so over the rest of the year.

Meanwhile, more policy support is required to revitalise domestic demand. The elevated jobless
rate (4.9% as of June) is depressing consumer spending and weaker business confidence is
delaying investment spending. Reinforcing weak consumer demand is a negative inflation streak
that started in March and is likely to prevail through the rest of the year (latest -1.3% YoY in July).  

The likelihood of additional stimulus from the fiscal side remains slim. Malaysia’s public finances
were already stretched before the Covid-19 outbreak. These are under further duress from record
stimulus by the Muhyiddin administration to deal with the fallout of the disease – a total 19.5%
of GDP package with about 9% in real or on-budget spending. As elsewhere in the region, the
budget deficit is poised to rise significantly this year. As the government sets out to plug the gap
with market borrowing, the central bank could help it by keeping borrowing costs low.

A timely dose of easing, while there is room for it, will go some
way in helping the recovery.
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Why not ease when there is room to do so? Unlikely most Asian central banks, for whom the rate
policy has reached its limit, with rates close to zero, the BNM’s 1.75% policy rate, coupled with
negative inflation, allows its easing cycle to run further. Moreover, negative inflation means the
real policy interest rate is one of the highest in Asia (see figure) - not really a good backdrop for
economic recovery. We think one more 25bp rate cut at the last meeting of the year in November
wouldn't hurt either.

The outperformance of the MYR in the emerging market rally since June should provide more
comfort to the central bank in cutting rates again this week. The currency has appreciated 4.8%
against the USD since June, the most in Asia. Besides a broad weak USD environment, the firming
of oil prices and record trade surplus underpin some of the outperformance – forces which should
remain in place during the rest of the year.

While analysts are split on the outcome of this week's meeting, the market seems to be pricing in
a 25bp BNM rate cut. The 10-year government bond yield, at 2.56% currently, is down 25bp since
the last BNM meeting in early July. This is despite the ongoing supply overhang from a record
stimulus.

Real interest rate * in Malaysia is one of the highest in Asia

Source: CEIC, ING

* Defined as nominal policy rate minus latest inflation rate.

What this means for the markets
We don’t expect much reaction in bond markets, which has taken the rate cut in its stride,
as noted above. We believe the central bank will maintain its accommodative stance for
future policy and this should sustain the positive sentiment in the market over the rest of
the year.

The next risk event for Malaysian bonds, however, will be the FTSE Russell’s decision on 24
September about retaining these in its global bond market index. These have been on the
FTSE’s watch-list for potential exclusion on market accessibility grounds. It’s been this way
for a while though, since April 2019. In the last review a year ago, the index provider decided
to keep them in. We expect the same this time. Malaysian bonds aren’t performing
too badly, judging from the 75bp drop in the 10-year yield year-to-date. Why fix it, if it’s not
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really broken?   

As for the currency market, if you think a rate cut could take the steam out of the ongoing
MYR rally, we don’t really share this view. On the contrary, we would view it as a further
boost to investors’ faith in the country's countercyclical macroeconomic policy, suggesting
the MYR will remain an outperformer in Asia in the remainder of the year.

Bond market is priced in for a rate cut, while currency market
allows for it

Source: CEIC, ING


